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Shark Fin Antenna:

Rear Chrome Garnish:

Muscular Dual Tone Bumper:

Hood Character Lines:

Shark n antenna alogn with the

With a stylish new rear chrome

Rear bumper has a lower black

The sloping long bonnet with

sloping roof line enhance the

granish leaves quite an

insert which gives 2 tone effect,

strong character lines enhances

sporty appeal of the side.

impression.

thus enhances dynamic and

the aerodynamics and sporty

sporty appeal.

appeal of the car.
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Eco Coating Technology:

Front Center Armrest storage:

Eco coating technology prevents

Secure small items in the hidden

Rear Seat Adjustable Headrest:

Luggage Lamp:

unpleasant smell to develop in

storage compartment under the

The Next Gen Verna come with

Illuminates the luggage area and

the rear adjustable headrest that

helps load/Unload luggage

the bad bacteria developed in the

ensure comfort for all the rear

conveniently at night.

AC Coils. It ensures odour free

passengers.

the AC Evaporator by degrading

oor console.

and fresh air for a comfortable
and pleasant journey.
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Smart Electric Sunroof:
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One touch operation adds

Rear Curtain:

convenience in opening and

Seat Height Adjuster:

Enhancing the comfort for the

closing of sunroof with pinch

The Next Gen Verna comes with

rear passengers in the rear

Sliding Front Center Console

guard preventing it to fully close

the seat height adjuster to give a

sunshade that protects

Armrest:

on detecting an obstruction.

comfortable driving position.

occupants from scorching sun
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Leather wrapped front center

during day time and adds to the

console armrest features the

privacy.

sliding function which provides
appropiate convenience to the
driver.
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Front Ventilated Seats:
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Voice Recognition:

Cruise Control:

Voice controlled commands for

Long drives are more

calling, message reading, music,

comfortable, Cruise control

Cluster ionizer:

etc. to ensure minimal

assists you to maintain the

Cluster ionizer generates

distraction.

speed set by driver without any

charged ions and discharges

throttle input.

them into cabin which help in

Immerse in the luxurious
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cleaning pollutants and other

comfort of the Next Gen Verna
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with a feature never experienced

particles in cabin air thus

before in the segment.

ensuring clean and fresh air.
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Front and Rear USB Chargers:
The Next Gen Verna adds more
comfort by giving rear USB
charger for rear passagners.
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Rear AC Vent:

Luggage Hook and Net:

Rear AC vent has been designed

Helps to conveniently hold your

specially to enhance rear

luggage in place and prevents

passenger comfort with instant

from any damage while driving in

cooling to give your family a nice

boot.

environment to relax in while on
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Rear Defogger:
Helps to clear the mist formation
during winters and Rainy season

the move.

for a safe and trouble free rides.
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Electro-chromic Mirror:
Automatically senses light glare
from the trailing vehicle and
reduces the glare for safe night
time driving.
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Tilt Steering:
Steering can be manually

Engine start / stop button:

adjusted to customize itself for

With the Smart key in your

comfortable driving position.

pocket, handbag or briefcase, all
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Center console Storage:
The front passengers can enjoy
their favorite beverage while on

it takes to start the engine is a

the move ensuring fresh and

press of the engine start/stop

fatigue free journeys.

button.
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ISOFIX:
One more added feature to
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Impact Sensing Auto Door
Unlock:
In case of collision, the door
unlocks automatically for safe
and quick exit to the passengers.
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assist baby on board by
conveniently xing child car seat

Headlamp Cornering Function:

in the rear.

Automatically turns cornering
lamp ON while taking a turn thus
illuminating the corner for
enhanced visibility and safety.
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Steering adaptive guideline:
Rear camera parking guidelines
are steering angle sensitive and
curve as per the steering position
to precisely guide the vehicle
during complex congested
parking space.
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Driver Power Window Pinch
Guard:
For extra safety, sensors
automatically lower the windows
by 150mm upon detecting any
obstructions in the frame.
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Headlamp Escort Function:
The safety escort headlamp is
one feature that takes
convenience to a whole new
level. These headlamps stay on
after switching off the ignition to
guide the passenger's way.
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